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a skin science brand that carries ingredients borrowed from
nature to the skin.
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Derma Brand for you
a skin science brand that carries ingredients borrowed from
nature to the skin.
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Dr.Age Cleansing Line
Inner cleanser line
Easy del cleansing line
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Dr.Age Cleansing Line

Derma Brand for you
Dr. Age's five products add natural and scientific extracts.
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Dr.Age Cleansing Line

naturally

Dr.Age's products has based
on naturally derived
ingredients. It is specially
formulated with natural
surfactant that helps
minimizing skin irritation.

pH Balanced

Daily safe & Effective
cleansing pH balanced

ingredient

naturally

pH

ingredient

technology

Contains the ingredients of
the French SEPPIC
Company. The herbal
extracts that represent Mt.
Jiri make skin feel
comfortable.

technology

SAMSUNG INTERNATIONAL
Co., Ltd established in 1968
It consists of experienced
experts, and exports high
quality products on the
basis of the trust given by
our customers.
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Re-lu-Cent. Inner Cleanser

Re-lu-Cent. Inner Cleanser
A product that keeps the Y-zone for
women and the M-zone for men clean.
Use mildly as a natural surfactant of

French company SEFFIC.
Daily safe & Effective cleansing pH
balanced
HOW TO USE
Press the pump 1 to 2 times to
release the appropriate amount of
foam into the palm of the hand.
Rub it like a massage and rinse it
clean with lukewarm water.
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Re-lu-Cent. Inner Cleanser
For Woman
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Re-lu-Cent. Inner Cleanser For Woman

Re-lu-Cent. Inner Cleanser
For Woman
The essence formulated with the extract of
mugment that buds in the middle of winter with
strong vitality.

Jirisan‟s mugwort extract keeps skin healthy and
effectively cleanses the y-zone, where mild, soft,
acid balanced bubbles are sensitive. Lactobacillus
fementation extract helps to prevent dryness of the
skin, maintain pH-blalnce, and the subtle lavender
odor relieves unpeasant odors.
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Re-lu-Cent. Inner
Cleanser
For Man
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Re-lu-Cent. Inner Cleanser for Man

Re-lu-Cent. Inner Cleanser
for Man
The essence formulated with the extract of
mugment that buds in the middle of winter with
strong vitality.

Natural Surfactant Apple Wash cleans the M Zone
of sensitive men and contains propolis wax and
asiaticoside to reduce skin irritation and help
moisturize and protect skin. Mentol keeps the skin
fresh for a long time by giving it freshness after
cleansing.
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EASY DEL CLEANSING

EASY DEL CLEANSING

EASY DEL CLEANSING LINE
Use mildly as a natural surfactant of
French company SEFFIC.
Daily safe & Effective cleansing pH
balanced
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EASY DEL CLEANSING

HOW TO USE

STEP 1
ClEANSING BALM

Dry your hands and remove
makeup with the balm. When
you see the balm on the face
turning milky, wash the face
with lukewarm water.

STEP 2
CLEANSING FORM
Apply moderate amount of
the product. Gently massage
on to the face, and wash off
with warm water

STEP 3
TONER PAD

After cleansing, use the
pad to gently wipe the
entire face and gently
promote absorption.
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EASY DEL CLEANSING BALM

EASY DEL CLEANSING BALM
Cleansing sherbet balm
Dr. Age's vitis vinifera Seed Oil and four oil complex
cleans up waste and makeup in the skin. Add
moisture and nutrients to dry skin to care without
irritation. Through a combination that maximizes
skin irritation, sedation, and convergence with
USDA-certified complex caming, it helps absorb the
active ingredient to improve healthy and smooth
skin.
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EASY DEL CLEANSING FORM

EASY DEL CLEANSING FORM
slightly acid form cleansing

"Easy del cleansing form" used natural surfactant
such as sodium cocoyl apple amino. The product
keeps pH balance of the unbalanced skin during
cleansing the face. Lotus leaves ingredient keep
your skin clear and bright
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EASY DEL TONER PAD

EASY DEL TONER PAD
slightly acid toner pad

Centella asiatica Extract and deep ocean water was
used. This product's moisturizing effect helps calm
skin damages caused by stress and pollution. Three
different exfoliating ingredients help you clean up
your skin and skin texture. It makes your skin
smoother and brighten up.
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The best is different. Trusted cosmetics
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VITA BUBBLE PACK

VITA BUBBLE PACK

Skin Bubble Pack Program
to reduce stress on the skin exposed
to the external environment
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YELLO VITA BUBBLE PACK

YELLO VITA BUBBLE PACK
Abundant bubble texture of YELLOW VITA
BUBLLE PACK containing Lemon and vitamins

Vitamin-rich lemon Yellow Vita complex nourishes
the skin while providing protection against
environmental pollutants. It also removes dead skin
cells and impurities for softer and smoother skin.
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GREEN VITA BUBBLE PACK

GREEN VITA BUBBLE PACK
Abundant bubble texture of GREEN VITE BUBBLE
PACK containing Green Tea and Vitamins

Vitamin-rich Green Tea Green Vita complex nourishes
the skin while antioxidant properties of green tea extract
help to minimize the appearance of dark spots and
brighten skin tone. It also removes dead skin cells and
impurities for softer and smoother skin.
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BLACK VITA BUBBLE PACK

GREEN VITA BUBBLE PACK
Protect your skin from dry environment
purify + rejuvenate

Vitamin-rich Charcoal Black Vita complex nourishes the skin
and pulls pore-clogging dirt, grime and oil from your pores
without over-drying your skin. It also removes dead skin
cells and impurities for softer and smoother skin.
.
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VITA BUBBLE PACK
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VITA BUBBLE PACK

HOW TO USE

1. After wash
and dry your
face, apply
generous
amount of
product on the
face and
massage in a
circular motion.

2. Wait for a few
seconds to let
the bubbles pop
up.

3. Massage
again in a
circular motion.

4. Wait for 3
minutes and
wash off with
lukewarm water.
Avoid eye area.
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SAMSUNG MAYU

SAMSUNG MAYU
Jeju fermentation MAYU Cream

The abundant Jeju MAYU contains ceramide and
palmitoleic acid, which improves elasticity, lifting and
dermis intimacy, prevents / improves damage caused by
skin, and makes skin smooth and shiny.
MAYU, similar to human lipid structure, tightly holds
moisture from under the skin to form a water film,
preventing moisture evaporation and moisturizing the
skin
Similar to human lipid structure, it penetrates tightly
into skin without discomfort. It is a skin-friendly oil
that regulates oil and moisture balance on dry skin.
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SAMSUNG MAYU

HOW TO USE

1. As a final phase of basic
skin care routine, smooth a
generous amount evenly over
the face and pat lightly.

2. And cover the face with
both hands for deeper
absorption.
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White Lie, Lily White Skin

White Lie, Lily White Skin
It turns white like a lie.

It is very effective for people wanting whitening with
a soft feeling. It gives shiny, whitening, moisturizing, and
taut feeling to dry skin at the same time. It is a
whitening cream immediately to make clean and bright
skin.
Contains 10 certified organic extracts from USDA
and is also effective for whitening and wrinkle
removal. Can be used on all skin, aging skin and flabby
skin, and also helps to treat blemish and sensitive skin.
Contains EGF extract to excel in cell barrier and helps
skin elasticity and upper skin.
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White Lie, Lily White Skin

HOW TO USE

1. Use the product at
2. Scoop a moderate
the last stage of base
amount of the roduct
make-up every morning. with the cream applicator
spatula onto your face
and gently tap with your
finger to make sure it
gets absorbed.

3. As the whitening level
depends on how much
of the product is
applied, contrl the
quantity in accordance
with the desired style.

It's even better when stored in a fridege!
By storing White Lie, Lily White Skin in the fridge, the 3D dosage
from is reborn and can be used refreshingly.

EDGE CUTIMAL MASK

EDGE CUTIMAL MASK
Interesting skin care to choose
according to skin type
Organic combination of „Licorice+
Root Rhodiola rosea L+ Damask rose+
dandelion leaf+ olive leaf‟ Extracts contain
nutrients that regulate the sensitive skin to
make the skin smooth and fresh. A
hypoallergenic mask pack that removes all
of the ingredients that cause skin troubles
so you can use it safely on sensitive skin.
Animal Mask Pack Printing is safe to use
without any problem with food color that
can be relieved even if you eat it.
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EDGE CUTIMAL MASK

HOW TO USE

1. Ater washing,
use the toner to
straighten the
side of your skin

2. Take off the
mask and
outspread sheet

3. Attach the
mask sheet
according to the
face line

4. Take off the
mask after
10~20 minutes
have passed and
pat down any
remaining
essence on your
face to absorb it
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EDGE CUTIMAL CAT WHITENING MASK

EDGE CUTIMAL CAT
WHITENING MASK

If your skin has lost its luster and radiance,
this mask will provide a much-needed
brightening effect.

The excellent whitening components of nicotinic acid
amide brighten skin tones that have become dark and
dull from external bad environments. Pomegranate
extract improves skin tone and maintains a clear and
healthy skin tone.
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엣지 큐티멀 양 아쿠아 마스크

EDGE CUTIMAL SHEEP
AQUA MASK
For rough skin affected by a dry environment,
this mask will boost the skin's ability moisture
retention.

Hyaluronic acid and ceramid 3supply enough
moisturizing to dried and parched skin. An intensive
moisturizzing care fills the skin with water to
maintain moist skin.
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EDGE CUTIMAL TIGER ANTI-WRINKLE MASK

EDGE CUTIMAL TIGER
ANTI-WRINKLE MASK
A targeted care for lifeless for lifeless skin
that restores elasticity and leaves you with a
vibrant-looking skin.

Adenosine intensively maintains nutrients and
elasticity to help wrinkle improvement. The
contained Tocopheryl acetate supplies nutrients and
elasticity to rough skin and intensively manates and
maintains the skins bounce.
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EDGE CUTIMAL PIG COLLAGEN MASK

EDGE CUTIMAL PIG
COLLAGEN MASK
For skin that has lost its fullness, this will
quickly guide your skin to recovery for
healthy supple skin.

Royal jelly extract and hydrolyzed collagen provide
nutrients for skin to create healthy and clear skin
brimming with energy. It is good for tired skin
conditions in which nutrients are slowly absorbed or
cannot penetrate inot the skin.
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EDGE CUTIMAL PANDA NUTRIMENT MASK

EDGE CUTIMAL PANDA
NUTRIMENT MASK
It provides nutrients and helps create then
fresh skin..

The motifs and lotus extracts improve the
complexion of the skin, giving it a dazzling luster,
creating a smooth, fresh skin. It is made of clean,
elastic skin.
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EDGE CUTIMAL DUCK SOOTHING MASK

EDGE CUTIMAL DUCK
SOOTHING MASK
If your skin is stressed, it helps to calm it
down and protect it.

Royal jelly extract and hydrolyzed collagen provide
nutrients for skin to create healthy and clear skin
brimming with energy. It is good for tired skin
conditions in which nutrients are slowly absorbed or
cannot penetrate inot the skin.
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EDGE CUTIMAL MASK
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Purifying Vita Body Care Peel

Purifying Vita Body Care Peel
Healthy and easy exfoliation with vitamins
The keratinization of dead cells is always happening
in our skin. If you do not remove the stratum corneum
quickly, it will get harder and thicker, so you should
get rid of the old stratum corneum on a regular basis
to keep your skin smooth. Vitamins invigorate the
vitality of the skin and remove keratin. Above all, it is
easy to exfoliate comfortably.
Bellca purifying vita body care peel is a mist-type
body peeling product that can be used with dry and
delicate skin. Spray lightly on the skin and then rub it
with your hands to remove the wastes and keratin
from the skin. It is gentle and mild, so it gives a moist
and transform elastic skin even after exfoliating.
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Purifying Vita Body Care Peel

HOW TO USE

1. Press the swich
in th On direcion
before use, shake
the product and
sppray the evenly
entire body except
the face.

2. After 5~10
seconds, rub
gently like a
massage with your
hands.

3. Rinse it with
lukewarm water
when dead skin is
pushed out.
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YEELOW VITA LINE

YEELOW VITA LINE

Natural Extract with vitamin
Yellow Flower Extract
Yellow Fruit Extract
Organic complex
Vitamin
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Yellow Vita Body Wash

Yellow Vita Body Wash
Hello~Yello Vita

The fresh foam with yellow flower and yellow fruit
extract removes wastes from the skin. Rich in
vitamins B, C and calcium brightens and protects
skin tone.
Riboflavin, also known as vitamin B2, whitens, as
well as powerful antioxidants, to energize and purify
the skin.
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Yellow Vita Body Wash

HOW TO USE

Coat amount of bodywash over a bath aponge or towel.
And Throw a bubble. Massaging the entire body and rinse
it clean with lukewarm water.
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Yellow Vita Body Flued

Yellow Vita Body Flued
Hello~Yello Vita

A refreshing lemon fragrance Flued with a
combination of yellow flower and yellow fruit extract.
Gently penetrates without greasy to help
moisturize your skin.
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Yellow Vita Body Flued

HOW TO USE

After washing your hands or body clean or when feeling
dry, apply an appropriate amount of this smooth spread
as if it were massagin.
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Yellow Vita Aloe Gel

Yellow Vita Aloe Gel
Multi-soothing gel filled with vitamins
Multi-functional aloe gel

It is a Bellca yellow Vita Aloe gel containing
40,000 ppm of vitamins, 98% pure aloe vera and
organic raw materials. Natural extracts gently care
the skin without irritation. Aloe vera rich in vitamins,
amino acids and minerals calms and moistens the
skin that is stimulated by the hot sun.
It is a dual function product that helps to improve
whitening & wrinkles. So It gives excellent effect
even if it is applied only.
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Yellow Vita Aloe Gel

HOW TO USE

Pump a suitable amount to gently apply to the sensitive,
dry face and body. Then, apply light tap to absorb.
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Hair Quick No – sebum

Hair Quick No – sebum
Tap Tap, Best solution for greasy hair
If you tap your hair and shake your hair, it will complete
the fresh hair that you just washed. When you do not
have time to wash your hair on a busy morning, when
your bangs are constantly down, and you want to give
volume to the back of your head and top of your head, all
you have to do is tap. A compact size that can be held in
one hand – Bellca Hair Quick No-sebum.
A common no-sebum is not clean because the white
powder remains like dust, it is uncomfortable with the
separation of puffs, and it is not dedicated to hair.
Moreover, there is no fragrance. However, Bellca Nosebum is a one-piece puff that quickly removes the scalp
grease and smell, creating a natural and luxuriant volume.
Keeping a fragrance all day long is also a feature of Bellca
Hair Quick No-sebum..
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Hair Quick No – sebum

HOW TO USE

1. Tap lightly on the
greased area.

2. Lightly shake the
remaining powder off the
patted area.
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Healing Foot Wash

Healing Foot Wash
Feet that are beautiful just by washing
In the age of noble, in which foot care is also
important as a face, a foot cleanser is no longer a
choice but a necessity. Belka's Healing Foot Wash,
which is able to manage my feet sweaty in my socks
at home, is not a simple cleanser but a healing item
for a foot as it is named. Fine bubbles can help to
remove germs trapped between the faint wrinkles of
your feet, helping to create beautiful, healthy feet.
Rich bubbles help you manage your feet without
irritation and make your feet healthier. Rinse your
feet sufficiently in lukewarm water, then pump an
appropriate amount of Healing Foot Wash and wipe
it as you massage. The fine bubble removes the fine
wastes remaining on the feet, and provides a
fragrant and beautiful foot.
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Healing Foot Wash

HOW TO USE

Rinse the feet thoroughly with lukewarm water, pumping the appropriate amount and rinse the
feet thoroughly.
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Multi Foot Care Set

Multi Foot Care Set
Smooth feet, when you start now!
Multi-foot care packages contain
organic extracts and fruit extracts to
distinguish them from existing
stimulating peeling packs. From
exfoliation to moisturizing and soothing
skin at once = multi-item. After using
the peeling pack, you have to wash it,
and you can easily manage it without
the hassle of rinsing after using the
moisturizing pack.
Exfoliation : foot-pack 1, Moisturizing :
foot-pack 3
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Multi Foot Care Set

Multi Foot Care Set
-PeelingSimple – It‟s all-in-one fomat makes it simple
and easy to use
Peeling – The menthol components refresh your
feet by getting rid of the keratin while the lacic
acid helps with the peeling process
Care-The natural components of the fruit extract
bring nutrients and conditioning effects to your
skin to protect them
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Multi Foot Care Set

Multi Foot Care Set
-MoistureSoft – Allantoin components provide moisture
to your skin and make it softer
Collangen - Essential amino acids in bamboo
extract give your skin elasticity
Moisture – Aloe vera leaf
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Multi Foot Care Set

Peeling

HOW TO USE

Wash your feet to
ensure they re
clean and then
wipe off any drops
of water that
remain

Cut off the top
part of the
sheet

Put your foot in
the sheet and
use the sticker
to fix it in place
at the front

After 45 to 60
minutes have
passed, wash
away using
lukewarm water.

Wash your feet
to ensure
they‟re clean
and then wipe
off any drops of
water that
remain

Put your foot in
the sheet and
use the sticker to
fix it in place at
the front

After 45 to 60
minutes have
passed, take off
the sheet and
massage your feet
to let the essence
permeate

Moisture

After 3 to 5 days
have passed after
using the Peeling
Pack, use the
Moisturizing Pack
when the keratin
stars to peel off
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BODY EDGE CARE SET

BODY EDGE CARE SET
How to say goodbye to colored
peach bones and dark ankles.
If your rough and black knees, elbows and
peach bones are a problem, we recommend
the Bellca Body Edge Care Set. Apply the
edge black peeling gel to the rough areas
and rub lightly, then apply the edge white
cream to revive the original skin every day.
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BODY EDGE BLACK PEELING CREAM

EDGE BLACK
PEELING CREAM
Soft Black Charcoal Scrub
Clean Edge & Refreshing

The fine charcoal powder gently removes dead skin
cells without stimulation. Aloe extracts quickly
soothe skin, snail mucilage filtrate and shea butter
soften and moisturize rough skin.
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BODY EDGE BLACK PEELING CREAM
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BODY EDGE WHITE CREAM

BODY EDGE WHITE CREAM
Soft White & Edge Protection
Deep Moisture & Relaxing

Lotus and milk extracts help to whiten pigmentation
areas and add whitening functional ingredients
notified by the KFDA to help skin tone up. The
Galactomyces fermented filtrate contained in the
product improves rough skin texture, and natural
extracts and aloe components calms and moistens
the skin after peeling.
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BODY EDGE WHITE CREAM
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Hyaluronic Ampoule Mist

Hyaluronic Ampoule Mist
Protect skin from exposure to harmful
environment to help prevent external
contaminants
Protect : Form anion protection
Absorption : Penetrate deep into skin with
small molecules
Shield : Hyaluronic acid moisturizing polymer
for moist skin like dew
The low-molecular-hyaluronic acid that is full
of moisture, EGF which is the stem cell
ingredient, and the natural extract are deeply
absorbed to make skin more moist and smooth.
Compared to hyaluronic acid contained in
existing cosmetics, it is easy to absorb to the
dermis layer because of its small molecule. It is
combined with damaged skin tissue to help
recovery

Hyaluronic Ampoule Mist

HOW TO USE

Whenever your skin feel dry or After washing your face.
Close your eyes and spray this cosmetic on yhour face
lightly to make your skin moisturized. Before or After
Make-up, you can use this cosmetic.
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Chunhyang & Mongryong Spout pouch set

Korean DNA

Korean DNA

High
Costeffectivenes
s

High costeffectiveness

U$1.5~2.5 per 20ml of each
product.
Better cost-effectiveness than
competitor‟s products
Customer can buy 6 kinds of
cosmetics and pouch only at
U$9.0

Jiri Mountain Herb
Extraction in Korea.
Characters of “Chunhyang”
and “Mongryong”, the main
characters of
“Chunhyangjeon”, a
traditional Korean Love
Story that represents Korea.

Easy-toportable

Easy-to-Carry

Simplify the
management of your
facials.
Bellca flagship products
are available in small,
easy-to-carry sizes
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Chunhyang & Mongryong Spout pouch set

Deep Cleansing
When you need
to manage your
face

Cleansing Oil Cream
for face

STEP 1
Dry your hands and
remove makeup
with the balm.
When you see the
balm on the face
turning milky, wash
the face with
lukewarm water.

Easy
cleansing
when you
want to
hydrate

Foam Cleansing
For Face

STEP 2
Apply moderate
amount of the
product. Gently
massage on to
the face, and
wash off with
warm water

Cleansing Oil Cream
for face

STEP 1
Dry your hands and
remove makeup with the
balm. When you see the
balm on the face turning
milky, wash the face with
lukewarm water.
!

Ampoule Toner
For Face

STEP 3
After cleansing,
soak a cotton
pad with the
product and
gently massage
in an outward
motion

Foam Cleansing
For Face

STEP 2
Apply moderate
amount of the
product. Gently
massage on to
the face, and
wash off with
warm water

Eye Cream
For Face

Whitening
For Special

STEP 4

STEP 5

Smooth a generous
amount evenly over
the under-eye area
and pat lightly.

Use the
product at the
last stage of
base make-up
every morning.
Smooth a
generous
amount evenly
over the face
and pat lightly

All In One
For Man

STEP 3
After cleansing,
tap it in the
palm of your
hand and
absorb it.
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Cleansing Oil Cream for face

Color makeup. Base makeup. Perfect deep cleansing!

Cleansing Oil Cream for face
Creamy texture oil melts gently by the warmth of skin.
Rich and moist, close-to-smooth massage rolls makes you clean
makeup and external waste.
Jirisan chrysanthemum extract in clean nature helps to calm sensitive
skin and helps to make clear and transparent skin.

Deep Cleansing

Only by “cleansing oil cream, cleans perfectly Make-up!
Deep Cleansing Cleanses the inside of the pores!

Natural component

Chrysanthemum herbal ingredient which represents
Namwon-city sooths effectively tired skin

Cleansing
Oil Cream

It does not run down and is used neatly

It does not flow down when used as a cream formulation.
Easy to use
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Foam Cleansing For Face

The rich bubble cleans the inside of the pores

Foam Cleansing For Face
Dense and fine bubbles cleanse makeup and external
wastes without irritating the skin, and Jirisan
chrysanthemum extract in clean nature protects sensitive
skin, giving comfort and helping to make clear and
transparent skin.

Moist, bubbly foam

Moist and mild bubbles penetrate deep into skin pores
Cleanse sebum and wastes

Natural component

Chrysanthemum herbal ingredient which represents
Namwon-city sooths effectively tired skin

Foam
Cleansing

Moist cleansing

Soft feeling and full of water even after use
helps moisturize skin
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Ampoule Toner For Face

Moisture shining from inside!

Ampoule Toner For Face
Combine ampoule and toner! In the clean natural
environment, Jiri's Perilla ocymoides and chamomile
extracts help to regulate sensitive skin to relieve skin's
stress and soften and soften texture of skin to improve
nutritional absorption. Provides moisture to dry skin with
excellent moisture retention, soothes and moisturizes.

Characteristic

Combine ampoule and toner!
Skin care that ends busy morning with a toner

Natural component

Chrysanthemum herbal ingredient which represents
Namwon-city sooths effectively tired skin

Ampoule
Toner

Main ingredient
chamomile extract, Perilla ocymoides extract
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Eye Cream For Face

Wrinkles from the eyes, wrinkles management
of the entire face!

Eye Cream For Face

Chrysanthemum and chamomile extracts in the clean
nature help to soften the eyes and calm the dry and tired
skin and relieve skin stress.
The hyaluronic acid complex provides moisture deep into
the skin and the rich amino acid of the hydrolyzed
collagen replenishes the nourishment of the eyes and face.
It also contains ceramide, which helps strengthen the skin
barrier.

Characteristic

Moist and fine moisture and nourishment to improve
wrinkles and eye & face cream with whitening
function

Natural component

Eye&
Face
Cream

Chrysanthemum herbal ingredient which represents
Namwon-city sooths effectively tired skin

Main ingredient
chamomile extract, Perilla ocymoides extract
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All In One For Man

Toner+Emulsion+Essence+Cream in one!

All In One For Man

It is a functional all-in-one cream that can be used every day
with a fresh feeling without feeling tacky by putting skin + lotion
+ essence + cream in one time.
In the clean natural environment, Jiri Mountain Leaves, Leaves of
Perilla ocymoides, chamomile and lotus are relieved to relieve
skin stress and supply dry skin with enough moisture to
moisturize and regenerate healthy and energetic skin.

Toner+Emulsion+Essence+Cream in one!
All-in-one cream for moist skin!
Easily get 4 effects in one!

Natural component

All-in
One
Cream

Perilla ocymoides, Chrysanthemum, Lotus leaves,
herbal ingredient which represents
Namwon-city Nourish and revitalize skin

Stickiness free finish

It adds moisture to the sensation and
permeates it for a long time
Keeps your skin moist
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Whitening For Special

Immediate tone-up
as well as skin tone improvement !

Whitening For Special
Moisturizing radiance whitening cream moisturizes all day
The Jirisan lotus extract in clean nature nourishes the deeply
nourished skin with tired skin and moisturizes with moisture
and brightens the skin brightly and healthily.

Immediate toning effect

Instant skin tone effect immediately!
Dry, moist and refreshing without stickiness

Natural component

Lotus leaves herbal ingredient which represents
Namwon-city Keep your skin clear and bright

Whitening

Fundamental whitening function

Stop whitening cream, which is just toned up!
The more whitening products you use,
the more skin you have whitening effect
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[

]

; We cure.
.

farmer, doctor, artisan )
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TA-Rx cream

TA-Rx cream
More secure pigment-sealing care!
A burdensome expensive whitening care "Good-bye now!"
TA-Rx Cream Developed through the Technical Partnership of Kolon
Life Sciences
They use scientifically validated, reliable materials.

The TA-Rx cream, created by the KOLON LIFE
SCIENCE INC's special technology alliance, prevents
melanin pigments from remaining calm on the skin,
thus inhibiting the production of smudges and
freckles to help whitening effects.
TXA (Transexamic acid)
Dual-barrier of polymers hyaluronic acid and
ceramide
a triple filling that fills the skin tight.
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TA-Rx cream

Tranexamic acid

British Pharmacopoeia Registered
Materials
A type of amino acid, Tranexamic acid, an analog of lasicin, that grows melanin cells.
When a substance called plasmin that stimulates melanin production, it gets trapped in
the active area.It helps whitening and whitening by preventing action.
[Registration of Trannexamic acid SCI Class] [Example of papers demonstrating the efficacy of
Trannexamic acid method]
• Journal of pigmentary Disorders
• The Effect of Topical Trannex Acid Application on Melasma Treatment 등 다수의 논문

skin irritation due to
ultraviolet light

melanin, inhibiting the early
generation of signs

clear and bright skin tone
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HYALURONIC ACID AMPOULE

HYALURONIC ACID AMPOULE
Hyaluronic Ample lifting energy
from the deep skin

High molecular Hyaluronic Acid on the skin surface
prevents moisture loss by making moistrue prtection
layer and Low molecular Acid penetrating to deep
stratum Corneum helps skin care by supplying moisture
into deep skin layer.
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HYALURONIC ACID AMPOULE

Low Molecular
Hyaluronic Ackd
(4,000D)

High Molecular
Hyaluronic Acid
(1,200,000D)

 High Absorption / Deep

 It‟s fucntion is to prevent

supply of moisture

evaporaion of moisture on skin

 Strong Moisture Protection

by forming barrier.

 It has both hydrophilic and

 Its High Viscosity / Water

hydrophobic properties. So, it‟s

Retentivity property

favorable with dermis skin and

-> Make the skin much

protects skin surface

somoother.
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HYALURONIC ACID AMPOULE

With Two Types of Hyaluronic Acid,
Perfect Moistruzing Effect for both Inner / Outer Skin
High Molecular Hyaluronic Acid
(1,200,000D)
Strong moisture factor containing 6L‟s moisture in only
1g. It prevent to release moisture from the skin by
forming skin moisture barrier. Also, It helps the skin
sommth with high viscosity / Water Retentivity.

Low Molecular Hyaluronic Ackd
(4,000D)
It‟s modified from High Molecular Hyaloronic Acid to
absorb easily. So, Its size is enough small to supply
the moisture into dermis. Also, it helps absorption of
Vitamin and Active ingredient.
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Irresistible Beauty "Freya"

75
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11 types of freya perfume

Freya Perfume
is a perfume inspired by Nicchia perfume.
It is a product that recreates the fragrance of Nicchia perfume and complements its persistence. It is a perfect
perfume that was analyzed and made by the perfumer of a famous perfume company.
All of Freya's perfumes are Eau De perfumes made up of 15% fragrance oils and lasting for about 4 to 6 hours.
*Eau de Perfume
Perseverance is less than perfume, and the price is relatively cheap.
Perfume is concentrated, but Eau de Perfume has a certain duration and fragrance, so it is better to use instead of Perfume.

11 types of freya perfume
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clasico baldar"
bolond veitver"
verdad veraz"
duende arrullo"
grazia vento"
primavera peony"
la goccia"
fiore frutto"
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11 types of Freya hand cream

Freya hand cream
invites consumers to enjoy fragrance while gesturing.
Freya's hand cream is a light but rich texture along with each signature scent. Along with fragrance, it makes your
hands soft and moist. Though it is small amount of 30ml tube, it is enough to enjoy incense all day long.
If perfume and hand cream are used together in the same fragrance, the sustained effect of fragrance is said to be
nearly doubled. Please use a hand cream together that will last for a long time and care for moisture

11 types of Freya hand cream
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fiore frutto"
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3 types of Freya perfume mist

Freya Perfume Mist

※ Inspired by Nichi perfumes, only the best of the Preya Signature perfumes were selected with scents from
professional steering. Freya's technology offers plenty of energy and luxurious fragrance, and its simple design makes it
portable.

3 types of Freya perfume mist
Freya perfume mist flower klase
Freya perfume mist clasico baldar
Freya perfume mist duende arrullo

-
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All Day Cover Tok Tok Cushion

All Day Cover
Tok Tok Cushion
real moisturizing! adsorbent luminum!
All-day Cover Tok-Tok Cushion creates a fine
moisturizer that moisturizes the skin and naturally
catches skin blemishes.
SPF 50+ / PA++++

Triple for functional cosmetics(whitening,antiwrinkle,suncare)
Five extract Found in Nature
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All Day Cover Tok Tok
Cushion

Light Beige
Yellow tone Beige color. It is
suitable for expressing clearly in
bright skin tone.

Natural Beige
Beige color. It is suitable
for soothing makeup.

HOW TO USE
After basic makeup, apply the contents of
the puff and apply it lightly along the skin
texture.
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Triple Essence Marble Pact

Triple Essence
Marble Pact
Three effects in one Marble Pact!
The essence supplies moisture and sticks to the skin
with a low stimulus to produce a clear and shining skin.
Moisturizing (Essence)
ink Marbling to soothe the skin
Skin tone up, White Marbling
Perfect Skin cover, Beige Foundation
Triple for functional cosmetics(whitening,anti-

wrinkle,suncare)
Suncare SPF50+ PA+++
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Triple Essence Marble Pact

Pink Beige
no. 21 핑크베이지
핑크톤
베이지
컬러로
Pink tone
Beige
color. 화사
It is
suitable
for bright
makeup.
한 표현에
적합

Natural Beige
no. 23 내추럴베이지

베이지
차분한
메이크업
Beige컬러로
color. It
is suitable
for
soothing
makeup.
에 적합

HOW TO USE
After basic makeup, apply the contents of
the puff and apply it lightly along the skin
texture.
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Cotton candy hair powder

Cotton candy hair powder
Best solution for head volume
No-sebum powder for hair only.
The best solution for hair that vanished.
The oily hair is smooth.
Finishing hair volume.
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Cotton candy hair powder
before

after

HOW TO USE

Tap lightly on the greased area. Lightly shake the remaining powder off
the patted area.
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Holic Glossy Lip

Holic Glossy Lip
Incredibly Moist Crazy Color Glossy Lips
Vivid Color Develoment
With its glossy type, the more you apply it, the
moister more vivid your lips become
High Staying Power and Persistency
Its high concentrated type will stick to the lips,
maintaining their moist coloring
Perfect Adhesion
Its soft type can be applied sommthly to the lips
without tighlighting wrinkles to express moist
adhesiveness
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Holic Glossy Lip

#01 Romantic Ferris
Wheel

#02 Up&Down Roller
Coaster

#03 Pink Merry-goaround

#04 Bloody Horror
House

HOW TO USE
brush the lipstick from the center outward,
naturally filling in your lip
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Lovely Blusher

Lovely Blusher
A Blusher That Will Color Lovely Cheeks
Naturally
Transparent and Vivid Colors
Transform into a Lovely Fresh and Fruity Image
Maintain Vividness for a Long Time!
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Lovely Blusher

HOW TO USE

Starting from the apple zone area, which rises up when
you smile slightly, the gradation is made naturally to the
temples

#01 Woner Fresh Orange

#02 Lovely Pink

#03 Muse Vivid Peach
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Layering Four Eyes

Layering Four Eyes
With simple four multi types, you can apply
various colors and sparkles gently to make
your eyes look natural.
Use it like magic! Easily in my own style!
Smooth fine particle with no entrapment at all
Natural and vivid color and adhesion!
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Layering Four Eyes

HOW TO USE

use your finger or brush to blend naturally on the eyelid
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Auto Eyebrow

Auto Eyebrow
Auto type which beginners can use easily and
create natural, deep and uniform eyebrows.

Color is natural and soft to draw, natural eyebrow
is drawn
Even beginners can draw with ease and delicacy
Hard Formula to Save Face Line
Natural gradation with advanced brushes
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Auto Eyebrow

HOW TO USE

Draw your own desired shape of the eyebrows, and smooth
with the brush for a clean look.
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FIX ALL DAY EYELINER

FIX ALL DAY EYELINER
You can keep a vivid eyeline all day
because it lasts long
You can keep a vivid eyeline all day because it lasts
long. Made with the very fine brush, provides delicate
make-up without hurting your eyes.

Bright black color makes it easy and sleek
No more smudges~ Clear eyes all day.
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FIX
오토ALL
아이브로우
DAY EYELINER

HOW TO USE

Remove oil around eyes and draw along the line of
eyelashes. At this time, the eye tails are arranged in a
sharp.

* Shake lightly 2 to 3 times before using
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Long lash mascara

Long lash mascara
Plentiful and Dazzling
All Powerful Long Lashes

 Made with light materials, can create neat curling
eyelashes, making them look very natural and puffy.
 Easy and Delicate Expressions of Long Eyelashes for

All
 Doll-like Eyelashes for Clear Eyes
 Outstanding Setting Power Means
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Long lash mascara

HOW TO USE

Use an eyelash curler to curl
your eyebrows

Lightly brush up your eyelashes
from their roots

Pepeat the same process for
the bottom side as well
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Four types of roroko makeup boxes

1.

Coral Wonder Girl Make-up Box

02. Pink Baby Doll Make-up Box

“VIVID”
03. Natural nude Make-up Box

“NATURAL”

“LOVELY”
04.

Color muse Make-up Box

“HOT”
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Four
of roroko
makeup boxes
로로코types
메이크업
박스 4종
No.1 Coral Wonder Girl Make-up Box

2

5

6
3

4

1

If you wish to be lovely and cute at the same time, you will be ready with color Coral Wonder Girl!
Pure and clean skin tone, blusher and lips with coral tone, finish your coral make-over with vivid eye-liner

1.Roroko auto eyebrow / 01 Light brown
Innocence and natural light-brown color
Autotype which beginners can use easily and create natural,
deep and uniform eyebrows

2. Roroko layering four eyes / 01. Coral
With simple four multi types, you can apply various colors and
sparkles gently to make your eyes look natural

3. Roroko fix all day eyeliner / 01. Black
You can keep a vivid eye line all day because it lasts long.
Made with the very find brush, provides delicate make-up
without hurting your eyes

4. Roroko long lash mascara / 01. Black
Neat eyelines and puffy mascara
Made with light materials, can create neat curling eyelashes,
making them look very natural and puffy

5. Roroko lovely blusher / 02. Wonder fresh orange
With clean and transparent coloring,
it gives natural and healthy look on your make-up

6. Roroko holic glossy lip / 02/ Ronabtic ferris wheel
Healthy lips like fresh fruits
With one stroke, gives vivid color and natural look.
Making your lips moist all day long

Four types of roroko makeup boxes
No.02 Pink Baby Doll Make-up Box

2

3

5

4

6

1

With gentle pink colors, make your style more bling!
With lovely pink color, create pure and lovely look! Making your lashes more delicate, gives you a lovely dolly look!

1.Roroko auto eyebrow / 01 Light brown
Natural and glamorous eyebrows
Autotype which beginners can use easily and create natural,
deep and uniform eyebrows

2. Roroko layering four eyes / 02. Pink
With simple four multi types, you can apply various colors and
sparkles gently to make your eyes look natural

3. Roroko fix all day eyeliner / 01. Black
You can keep a vivid eye line all day because it lasts long.
Made with the very find brush, provides delicate make-up
without hurting your eyes

4. Roroko long lash mascara / 01. Black
Made with light materials, can create neat curling eyelashes,
making them look very natural and puffy

5. Roroko lovely blusher / 02. Lovely pink
Pinky peachy cheeks
With clean and transparent coloring,
it gives natural and healthy look on your make-up

6. Roroko holic glossy lip / 02. Up&Down roller coster
Moist pink lip color
With one stroke, gives vivid color and natural look.
Making your lips moist all day long

Four
of roroko
makeup boxes
로로코types
메이크업
박스 4종
No.03 네츄럴 누드 Natural nude Make-up Box

5

6

4
2

1
3

Nude make-up which emphasizes natural look,
Provides neat eyebrows and vivid eyelines, giving a clean and pure look

1. 1.Roroko auto eyebrow / 01 Light brown
Natural arch eyebrows
Autotype which beginners can use easily and create natural,
deep and uniform eyebrows

2. Roroko layering four eyes / 03. Nude
With simple four multi types, you can apply various colors and
sparkles gently to make your eyes look natural

3. Roroko fix all day eyeliner / 01. Black
You can keep a vivid eye line all day because it lasts long.
Made with the very find brush, provides delicate make-up
without hurting your eyes

4. Roroko long lash mascara / 01. Black
Delicate lashes
Made with light materials, can create neat curling eyelashes,
making them look very natural and puffy

5. Roroko lovely blusher / 02. Lovely pink
With clean and transparent coloring,
it gives natural and healthy look on your make-up

6. Roroko holic glossy lip / 03. Pink merry go round
Gentle point nude lipstick
With one stroke, gives vivid color and natural look.
Making your lips moist all day long

Four
of roroko
makeup boxes
로로코types
메이크업
박스 4종
No.04 Color muse Make-up Box

1

2

5

3 4

6

One step bolder and trendier retro style and dangerous eyelashes and vivid eyeliners are the best parts
Strong lip color, colorful colors ,soft textures will make the make-up glitter under the party lights
1. 1.Roroko auto eyebrow / 02 Dark brown
Vivid and strong eyebrows
Autotype which beginners can use easily and create natural,
deep and uniform eyebrows

2. Roroko layering four eyes / 04. Muse
Attractive eyes
With simple four multi types, you can apply various colors and
sparkles gently to make your eyes look natural

3. Roroko fix all day eyeliner / 01. Black
You can keep a vivid eye line all day because it lasts long.
Made with the very find brush, provides delicate make-up
without hurting your eyes

4. Roroko long lash mascara / 01. Black
Made with light materials, can create neat curling eyelashes,
making them look very natural and puffy

5. Roroko lovely blusher / 03.Muss vivid peach
With clean and transparent coloring,
it gives natural and healthy look on your make-up

6. Roroko holic glossy lip / 04. Bloody horror house
Attractive lip color
With one stroke, gives vivid color and natural look.
Making your lips moist all day long

Pure Deep Cleansing

Pure Deep Cleansing
Clear formular create dense, fine bubbles and
wash your face clean, and after washing your
face, moisturizing remains.

Cleansing foam with transparent texture makes compact and
fine foam to wash cleanly
Transparent texture makes rich and soft foam to cleansly

remove waste and makeup on your skin 8 types of white flower
extracts will care your skin smooth. The skin is mantained moist
full of watery feeling even after cleansing

Walnut Scrub Foam Cleansing

Walnut Scrub
Foam Cleansing
Walnut shells powder cleans up the waste in the
pores and keeps the skin fresh.
Walnut shell powder cares the pores to cleanly remove
waste and makeup on the skin.
Soft scrub product removes old dead skin cells and waste,

and sunflower oil provides moisture to the skin to maintain
the skin moist filled with watery feeling even after cleansing.

Cleansing Foam

HOW TO USE

Use when washing the face. Gently cleanse the face in a massaging
motion, and then wash off with lukewarm water
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Is your Cosmetic safe?
 Reinforced Standard for Food & Drug Manufacturing and Quality Control
 Standard for Food & Drug appropriate for U.S FDA

Cosmeric CGMP?
Standard for Cosmetic Manufacturing and Quality Control
and Certificate Tool for bes Cosmetic product contributing to
customer safety and healthy care improvement

The Goal of Cosmetic CGMP rule
To supply the product which contains safe material having no impurities nd
keeps the quality standard that the product should lbserve.

CGMP certificate for whole production process from Korea FDA

The Best Researcher
Having over 50 years
Manufacturin know-how
Competent Reseacher

01

Use of selected raw
material in whole
process

Trustful Material

02

The best facility having
CGMP Certificate for
cosmetic manufacturing

Clean Facility

03

THANK YOU

